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Abstract—Automated test execution is one of the more popular
and available strategies to minimize the cost for software testing,
and is also becoming one of the central concepts in modern
software development as methods such as test-driven devel-
opment gain popularity. Published studies on test automation
indicate that the maintenance and development of test automation
tools commonly encounter problems due to unforeseen issues.
To further investigate this, we performed a case study on a
telecommunication subsystem to seek factors that contribute
to inefficiencies in use, maintenance, and development of the
automated testing performed within the scope of responsibility of
a software design team. A qualitative evaluation of the findings
indicates that the main areas of improvement in this case are
in the fields of interaction design and general software design
principles, as applied to test execution system development.

Index Terms—software testing;test automation;technical
debt;case study;empirical study

I. INTRODUCTION

”Technical debt” is a methaphor that has gained popularity
in the agile development community to describe the gap be-
tween the current state of the system and the ideal state of the
system [1], usually in situations where a compromise is made
during development to meet demands in one dimension, such
as lead time, by sacrificing work in another dimension, such
as architecture. The concept was first used by Cunningham [2]
to describe situations where long-term code quality is traded
for short-term gains in development speed.

The metaphor compares design choices to economics: by
not doing something during development, one takes out a loan
on the system and pays for that loan by future costs caused
by the design choice. One may then choose to accept the cost
or, if feasible, pay off the debt through re-work [1].

Much like financial debt, a technical debt can be necessary
and well-motivated to be able to move forward with the
business at hand.

It should be noted that one of the main differences to
financial debt is that while financial debt occurs from a
deliberate action of taking a loan, technical debt can be caused
by factors outside the control of the development team [1],
which in turn may cause the debt to be invisible to all or parts
of an organization.

That technical debt needs to be further researched is pro-
posed by Brown et al. [1], who are suggesting field studies
to determine the relative importance of sources of debt, what
sources have the highest impact, and how the debt is handled.

Turning to software testing, it is a time- and resource-
consuming activity that has been estimated to use up to 80%
of the total development cost [3]. A strategy for reducing this
cost is to apply test automation, which potentially provides
great savings in the software development process [4], [5].
Test automation is also one of the key components for organi-
zations implementing development methods such as test-driven
development [6].

Several studies on test automation [7]–[11] indicate that
there could be a general trend of high technical debt present in
many test execution automation implementations, which cause
problems for the use, extension, and maintenance of those
systems.

Our objective is to further the knowledge on the dominant
sources of technical debt with respect to test execution au-
tomation. In this paper, we will make three contributions: an
overview of case studies related to test execution automation,
an overview of test process improvement models and how they
adress test infrastructure, and finally the results from a case
study investigating potential sources for technical debt in test
execution automation systems.

To achieve this, we have conducted a series of semi-
structured interviews with software designers working on a
subsystem in a large complex telecommunication system,
leading to four observations on potential contributors to the
technical debt and a proposal on further work to deepen the
understanding of the area.

The paper is structured as follows: The background of the
study and a theory that forms the reason for the work is
described in Section II, followed by an overview of related
work in Section III. Section IV elaborates on the study design,
Section V describes the context of the study, followed by our
observations in Section VI, and the conclusions and proposed
future work in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

Bertolino [12] identifies 100% test automation as one of
the dreams in her roadmap for test research from 2007, and
states that ”far-reaching automation is one of the ways to
keep quality analysis and testing in line with the growing
quantity and complexity of software”. Bertolino touches on the
quantity and complexity of automation itself by mentioning
the large quantity of code needed for unit test result checking
and stimuli generation.



That issues with testing tools may be common is indicated
in a study by Kasurinen et al. [10]. In their list of problems
”complicated tools cause errors” is stated in three out of five
cases, and ”commercial tools have limited usablity” is stated in
the remaining two cases. As part of the result from their study,
they hypothesize that ”the selection of testing tools and testing
automation should focus on the usability and configurability
of possible tools”. Parts of these issues were considered by
Fewster and Graham [13] in their textbook, where they point
out that commercial test tools are complex mechanism that
require detailed technical knowledge to be fully useful, and
that it is important to consider the actual requirements and
constraints of the organization before evaluating and selecting
a tool.

Karhu et al. [8] note that ”automated software testing may
reduce costs and improve quality because of more testing
in less time, but it causes new costs in, for example, im-
plementation, maintenance, and training”. They continue by
stating that ”automated testing systems consist of hardware
and software and suffer from the same issues as any other
systems”, unfortunately it is not elaborated on what these
issues are, except for mentioning unreliability problems.

An investigation into common risks introduced when au-
tomating tests was done by Persson and Yilmaztürk [9], and
suggests a list of commonly encountered risks for automation
deployment. The list spans over a relatively large area of
work related to automated testing, and among the included
risks, we find lack of specification prior to scripting test
cases, insufficient configuration management for test environ-
ment and testware, insufficient defect tracking for the test
environment and testware, ignoring that test automation is
software development, missing functionality in the test tools
used, and lack of development guidelines for test environment
and testware. Testware is defined by Gelperin et al. [14] as ”the
actual testing procedures that are run, the support software,
the data sets that are used to run the tests, and the supporting
documentation”.

The risk list was identified by a literature study and later
evaluated in, and expanded with, findings from two test
automation projects executed at the Swedish power systems
and industrial automation group ABB. The list contains a lot of
potential issues concerning both the use of the test systems, as
well as the implementation of the test systems. In the paper, it
is reported that even though the risks were known in advance,
the studied projects did not manage to mitigate the risks. In
fact, only parts of the risk list was actually entered into the
formal risk management process.

Berner et al. [11] study five projects, and reports issues with
test environment usage and test environment design. Among
the findings we have lack of documentation, lack of test system
architecture, and a general lack of understanding that a test
automation organization produce a piece of software that need
to be tested itself and maintained.

Considering these studies, as well as anecdotal evidence
readily available from practitioners, we observed that a com-
paratively high technical debt is accepted in test systems, and

that software design organizations in general forget to apply
software design principles such as systemization, documenta-
tion, and testing, when producing or deploying test automation
systems.

III. RELATED WORK

Looking for answers on how to remedy the theoretical sit-
uation, we turned to the literature once again and encountered
the various process improvement models adressing testing
issues that are available to the practitioner. As seen in the
overview below, these models commonly have test systems
and test automation as parts of a much larger scope, leaving
the requirements on automation on a relatively high level.

Gelperin and Hayashi [14] state, in a paper describing the
”Testability Maturity Model” (TMM), that the primary issue
with testware is reuse, and that to enable reuse, one must
support the testware by configuration management, modular-
ization, and independence. It is also recommended that the test
environment shall be automated, flexible and easy to use.

The importance of test infrastructure is emphasized by
Jacobs et al. [15] who discusses the Testability Maturity Model
and claims that the test system is paramount in testing and
must be adressed in any test process improvement model.
However, no new requirements are proposed to expand the
Testability Maturity model.

In ”TIM - A Test Improvement Model” [16], Ericson et al.
dedicate one of the five key areas to testware. The key area
is, apart from a requirement on configuration management,
primarily concerned about what the testware does, such as
automated result checking, and not as much about how to
handle the testware. One additional requirement is added in
the review key area where it is recommended that the testware
shall be reviewed.

Another test process improvement model that uses a number
of checklists to define maturity levels and suggest improve-
ments to the process is ”TPI” [17]. TPI promotes reusable
testware, centrally managed testware with a testware product
owner, configuration management, proper delivery procedures
for testware, and testware architecture. Heiskanen et al. [18]
build on TPI to adress concerns for automated test generation.
In the field of testware management, they include evaluation
of when to automate, and also propose that a test environment
specialist is included in the staff.

TPI and TMM are reviewed by Blaschke et al. [19] accord-
ing to the requirements of the ISO/IEC 15504 standard. This
leads to the definition of a new reference model in line with the
standard, where they introduce ”Test Environment Operation”
as one of the four primary life cycle processes of the model
with sub-areas in user support and operational use of the test
environment. The details are not provided, and the sub-area is
present only as a slogan.

Karlström at al. [20] propose a test practice framework
useful for small emerging organizations, and emphazises the
availability of the test environment when it is needed. The
paper draws from a number of case-studies that shows the
importance of test environment handling. One success factor



that is pointed out is a fast test environment with a known
and specified design. Another important observation is that the
test environment itself must be tested after setup, and that this
practice was the hardest to get in place, as test environments
appeared to be taken for granted by the developers.

To summarize, when studying the cited work, we found no
clear, detailed, easily used guidelines on how to design, im-
plement, and maintain an automated test execution system in a
way that keep the accumulated technical debt on an acceptable
level, and provides the maximum benefit to the organization
using the system. We also concluded, given the cited case
studies on software testing and test automation in Section II,
that there is an actual need among software development and
software testing practicioners for such guidelines.

IV. CASE STUDY DESIGN

The study consists of a series of interviews combined with
inspection of a number of documents, design rules for test
scripts, quality guidelines for the studied application, and
improvements identified within the studied teams.

A. Objective

The objective of the study was to identify common contrib-
utors to the technical debt accumulated in automated testing,
and to evaluate the awareness of this debt in organizations
using automated test.

B. Research Question

RQ1: What practices in a software design organization
are the primary contributors to technical debt present in
test execution automation?

C. Case Study Method

Six one-hour semi-structured interviews, using an interview
guide that was evolved during the process, were performed
with software designers working with the studied application,
and test environment engineers from the organization provid-
ing the continuous integration framework that is used by the
software design team. The subjects were identified both by the
researchers and by the responsible manager, who was asked
to provide a mix of team leaders, junior and senior engineers.
Three software designers and three test environment engineers
were interviewed.

The interviews were performed within a period of one week
by the principal researcher who also acted as scribe.

After each interview, the notes were checked for readability
and any ambiguities were clarified using a pen in different
color, while the interview was still fresh in memory of the
interviewer. Then, the notes were scanned to pdf format and a
preliminary classification of the contents was applied using a
pdf annotation tool, with the primary purpose of marking areas
of the interview that were relevant for the research question.
This preliminary classification was used to evolve and validate
the interview guide between interviews, to be able to probe for
related information during the subsequent interviews.

When all interviews were completed, the notes were studied
again in the context of all interviews, to make sure that no rele-
vant data was left out from the first classification. If any further
data of relevance to the research question was identified, it
was marked as well, to include all segments that contribute to
the analysis with respect to the research question. Following
this, all marked areas were transcribed from the notes to one
text file per subject. The reason for this transcription was to
allow use of the free computer assisted qualitative data analysis
software (CAQDAS) application RQDA [21] to simplify the
analysis of the collected material. The benefits brought by
RQDA is support to perform overlapping labeling, or coding,
of text segments in a file, and functions to extract similarily
labelled segments from all files in the study.

To analyze the data from the interviews, ”thematic coding”
as described by Robson [22] was used. This is an iterative
method to identify common themes in the data, by classi-
fying behaviors, events, activities or other concepts that are
considered to influence the studied phenomenon. The themes
are used to group segments of data, and these groups can
then be examined to find repetitions, similarities, differences,
anomalies, or connections to the theory, that are further
analyzed to provide the results from the study.

In doing this, we started with the preliminary codes applied
during interview post-processing, then revising and expanding
the code-set during the work, to find appropriate matchings
between segments and identify themes. During this work, the
initial notes were revisited to provide context, when necessary,
and the software package was used to provide a view of the
themes as they formed.

V. THE CASE STUDY OBJECT

A. Overview

The case study object is test execution automation per-
formed to design, test, and integrate a subsystem in a large
complex telecom system. The subsystem is part of an em-
bedded system and interacts with its environment through
machine-machine interfaces only. Occasionally, manual testing
is done to exercise special cases, but the majority of the day-
to-day testing is performed via an automated system.

The scope of the study is the testing performed from the
moment the programmer writes the code, to the integration
tests performed when the application is integrated in its real
environment. The conceptual process for this work is shown
in Figure 1 and will be further described below.

B. Test Environments

Selection of the case study object was done on the basis of
being the first software application in the larger system mov-
ing to full responsibility for design- and integration testing.
Previously, the test responsibility was divided over two teams,
with the design team being responsible for the tests performed
in the simulated environment, and the integration team being
responsible for integration tests using the real target system.
This was considered an impediment for quick feedback and
agility, and the test responsibility was shifted to design, while
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keeping tool responsibility as a support function that produces
a common, shared infrastructure for automation of software
builds, test execution, and result reporting.

C. Test Process

The conceptual test work-flow is shown in Figure 1, and
consists of three activities performed by the design team
followed by further system testing that is out of the scope
for the design team and not included in this study.

Unit tests, also known as component tests [23], are used
to test the individual software components and gain test
coverage. The primary purpose of the unit testing is to find
problems as early as possible by providing rapid feedback
to the programmer. Unit tests typically operate on individual
functions, objects, or procedures in the design.

Following successful unit testing, ”block tests” are used to
test the interface behavior of several components integrated
into larger modules. These modules are defined during subsys-
tem design, and have well-defined interfaces that are accessed
by the test system using the same operating system events that
are later used in the final integrated product.

The block tests are followed by integration testing, where
the entire subsystem is integrated and tested as a complete
product in its natural environment, allowing interoperability
testing with the peers of the subsystem. This integrated system
is tested through the actual interfaces used when it is deployed
as a component in a larger telecommunications system and
the testing performed is derived from the requirements on the
product.

The first two test activities are performed in a so-
called ”host test” environment, executing (”hosted”) on the
developer’s own work-station.

The unit tests are performed by cross-compiling the applica-
tion for a unix-like environment where the tests are executed.
To simplify the work and provide standardization between
developers, a third-party unit test framework is used for writing
unit test cases, executing them, and following up the results.

The block test environment uses an operating system sim-
ulation library, essentialy a number of stubs, that provide
the target operating system application programming interface
(API) to the block under test. The library and the block under
test are cross-compiled together to execute on a unix-like
system, providing a functional behavior as if it was executing
on a real system. The purpose of the simulation is to enable
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functional testing only. Non-functional aspects, such as timing
or memory, are not accurately simulated.

The third test activity uses a real target system and the
real delivery candidate of the application. It is exercised by
a test system executing test scripts on a unix-like server that
is connected to the system under test via the same interfaces as
that system is controlled by in the final deployed telecommu-
nications system. Using a real system for the testing allows
non-functional properties to be inspected, such as response
time or memory use.

The target test system is executing in a test facility that is
shared with other products and test activities, and the entire
test environment is provided by a test environment team. As
the software developers are located on a different site than
the shared test facility and sometimes need physical access to
interface a target system, a replicated configuration is available
on-site for their use. The connections between the sites and
placement of equipment is shown in Figure 2.

VI. OBSERVATIONS

Four main observations were identified through the use of
thematic coding [22] and are presented in this section where
they are discussed together with related work.

A. Observation 1: Reuse and sharing of test tools brings
issues that need to be considered

The test environments for the studied product are based on
significant reuse of test tools, test scripts, and equipment used
by other parts of the company, as sharing test tools between
products is considered by the organization to provide several
benefits. It is also recommended by Fewster and Graham [13],
as well as several of the test process maturity or improvement
models described in Section III. Reuse enables, for example,
cost sharing by having the procurement, development, and
maintenance effort as a support function outside the teams.
Having one common tool-set is also believed to simplify staff
mobility and workload sharing, as it allows focusing on the



product instead of the development tools when moving to a
new team.

Several of the subjects had concerns on restrictions or
inflexibility of the shared tool-set, where some tools were not
easily adapted to the task at hand. One specific issue, where
the third-party block test tool was discovered to not handle the
signaling behavior of the product lead to an adjustment of the
test strategy to use primarily unit tests, whereas the original
intent was to use primarily block tests.

This is related to the finding by Persson and Yilmaztürk [9]
in their ”tool evaluation and selection” pitfall that states that it
is hard to evaluate tools detailed enough and that there is a risk
that one acquire at tool that later is found to be insufficient.

B. Observation 2: Test facility infrastructure is not transparent
and may alter the test results if not accounted for

To simplify the product development, the programmers have
access to a number of local target systems that can be used
when physical access to actual hardware is needed. In the
environment used, this leads to unpredictable behavior during
test execution when the development moved from local work-
stations to remote terminal servers on another development
site, as shown in Figure 2. The move altered the timing
between the local target systems and the now remote test
execution server, which in turn caused the test execution
system to become instable and unpredictable.

The issue was identified as some test cases started to exhibit
an unstable behavior. By comparing test results from test runs
using target systems on development site A with test results
from test runs using target systems on development site B the
problems were determined to be site-specific and inspection
of the test cases revealed that they had been designed to be
stable when using development site A’s equipment which is
local to the development team.

C. Observation 3: Generalist engineers expect that their tools
are easy to use

Several tool were reported to be hard to use and providing
too much freedom at the expense of ease of use, and was
suggested to be improved by wrapping them in a push-
button solution for the most common usage scenarios. Another
observation from the interviews is that the quality of shared
tools is expected to be higher and better communicated than
tools that were developed or procured by the team itself.
Shared tools were expected to ”just work” and be transparent.

Looking at the concept of interaction design, Donahue et al.
[24] report that ”people try to avoid using stressful systems”,
and that when using them productivity suffers. In ”The Design
of Everyday Things” [25], Norman observes that problems
seen as trivial will not be reported, as the users tend to blame
it on themselves. He continues by stating that if errors are
possible, someone will make them.

This suggests that in a ”generalist” approach where all team
members perform approximately the same work, from design
systemization to testing, both the need and the tolerance for
advanced and highly configurable tooling will be lower. Test

tasks tend to be mostly routine, and the tooling need to be
designed in a way that minimizes lead time to get started. The
contribution to the technical debt is in the field of usability,
by not being designed to suit the users, an ”interest” will be
paid with every use.

D. Observation 4: Accepted development practices for test
code are potentially less rigorous than for production code

Test case documentation was reported to be missing in many
cases, making maintenance hard. Also, some test scripts had
been designed to specifically compensate for the timing issues
reported in observation 3. Further investigation revealed that
design rules for test code is being produced by the tool team
to adress this issue, and were scheduled to be deployed.

When time is short, a higher ”technical debt” [2] is per-
ceived by the subjects to be accepted in the test code than in
production code.

As a final checklist prior to delivery, the development team
has a ”definition of done” that is followed. According to
Schwaber [26], something is ”done” when it is ”complete
as mutually agreed to by all parties and conforming to an
organization’s standards, conventions, and guidelines”. As part
of the definition of done, the studied software development
team is using a quality assurance checklist that specifies what
actions to do with the software. The actions are ordered in
priority order to make sure that the actions considered most
important are done first. This priority order puts less priority
on test code inspection as compared to production code
inspection. This was initially considered a potential problem
and probed for in the interviews. In reality, it turned out that
all code, including the test scripts, is pair programmed, which
means that this likely is a non-issue, as pair-programming
outperforms traditional inspection, at least in an experimental
setting [27].

Regardless of the actual process used, the priority differ-
ences in the defined process is in line with Tassey [28] where
it is reported that testing suffers when time is short and ”speed
of deployment” is identified as one of the driving forces behind
problems related to software testing.

Not treating test automation as software development is
one of Persson and Yilmaztürk’s risks [9], and according
to Jacobs [15], test infrastructure should be controlled and
managed. Hoffman [29] tells us that test automation is more
than computers launching test program and stresses the need
for test system architecture.

That test systems needs to be treated as any software product
was also pointed out by Berner et al. [11] after observing five
different software projects. However, Berner also concludes
that some ”fussiness” may be allowed in a test system as
problems can be corrected more easily.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we make three contributions. We have pre-
sented a brief overview of case studies related to test execution
automation. We have also presented an overview of test pro-
cess improvement models, and test process maturity models,



investigating each cited model for requirements on test exe-
cution automation systems. Finally, we presented the results
from a case study investigating test execution automation in the
context of a subsystem of a large complex telecommunications
system.

In studying the cited work, we found no clear, detailed,
guidelines on how to design, implement, and maintain an
automated test execution system in a way that keep the ac-
cumulated technical debt on an acceptable level, and provides
the maximum benefit to the organization using the system.
We also concluded from the cited case studies on software
testing and test automation, that there is an actual need among
software development and software testing practicioners for
such guidelines.

From the qualitative analysis of the case study, we contribute
four observations:

Observation 1 concerns effects caused by sharing of tools,
which in turn is motivated by the perceived positive effects
of lower costs and higher mobility of engineers between
products. We would like to investigate the validity of this in
the general situation and investigate if tool sharing make a
positive contribution to the effort or not?

Observations 1 and 3 concerns the usability of the test
automation systems and may form an interesting challenge for
the interaction design community, as the systems need to be
fast and flexible for the power users, while still being kind to
the new employee right out of the university.

Finally, returning to the technical debt we set out to investi-
gate, observations 2 and 4 concerns the use of software design
principles when producing and maintaining test automation
systems. We have seen that there are differences in attitudes
towards the test code as compared to the production code,
which also has been reported by other studies.

Hence, we would like to perform a deepened investigation
to find out what the underlying reasons for this phenomenon
are, how to mitigate those reasons, and what the priority of
each preventative action should be.
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